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podium users have a great opportunity to get access to 3d assets from podium browser including the sketchup license for podium browser to provide a more interactive experience for 3d models. sketchup models can be downloaded and then loaded directly into podium browser. just
like in podium browser, these sketchup models can be used on their own, incorporated into your own models, or combined with other geometry and materials to create a much larger model. inline sketches: you can create and edit in-line sketchup models directly within podium browser.
this is especially useful when you do not need to save the model or just have it handy as an example to others. podium also offers many other features such as easily creating and editing basic models. the sketchup models can be scaled, rotated, and moved in space. the models can be
cut/copied, pasted, and deleted. you can add sketchup layers to the model. this allows you to quickly place your models into specific locations in podium browser. you can even move layers around or reorder layers as you see fit. once you have your model in podium browser, you can

place it into any of the podium browser's canvases and it will appear exactly where you placed it. a simple way to quickly place your models. the models may appear the same as your sketchup models. but they do not retain any of the attributes from your model. podium creates a
separate, new model for each model that you insert into podium browser. the sketchup 'about' window in sketchup 7 and up, provides a lot of information about the model and its geometry. as the geometry is processed, the about window is updated to reflect changes in the model. this

process can be a good reference for how much geometry podium is processing and how long it will take.
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